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QUESTION 1

What pattern action operand denotes the Universal class ? 

A. and 

B. @ 

C. ? 

D. ** 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You have to design a batch match delta process. Match candidate records selection from the target database needs to
be performed in order to execute reference match. What would be an optimal solution to retrieve the candidates? 

A. Perform Lookup one record at a time to retrieve candidates 

B. Perform Sparse Lookup one record at a time to retrieve candidates 

C. Load fully standardized data into database and perform matching on a database level 

D. Load unduplicated blocking keys into temporary table and extract candidates by joining temporary table and target
database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

How many operands are present in the following Pattern Action language pattern? ^ | D | ? | T 

A. 0 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 7 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which field would you use for a match comparison type of UNCERT? 

A. Zip Code 



B. Unit Value 

C. Street Name 

D. House Number 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In a householding match job, the initial results are bringing together records with different addresses. Which two of the
following fields would be the best candidate for adjusting weight override? (Choose two) 

A. Street Suffix Type 

B. NYSIIS of Last Name 

C. NYSIIS of Street Name 

D. Standardized Zip Code 

E. Standardized Unit Value 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 6

Click on the exhibit button. 



You are developing an ISD reference match job. The reference data is updated during the nightly batch process and this
ISD job runs only during the day time. Which statement is true about the job design? 

A. Replace the Lookup stage with Join stage. 

B. You must use sparse lookup in the Lookup stage. 

C. You must stop and restart the service after the nightly batch process is done. 

D. Remove the Lookup stage and link the ODBC_Connector stage directly to the Reference_Match stage. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two of the following are purposes for creating the Match Specification? (Choose two) 

A. This can be used when creating the frequency files 

B. These are the match rules that will be applied to the data 



C. This helps determine the best standardization rules to use 

D. Aids in defining the reports to be generated in the output process 

E. This is the file that determines what fields to use in the Survivorship process 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

If a specific codepage is required to process double byte data at the Project level, where would be two appropriate
places to incorporate the change? (Choose two) 

A. Define the codepage required in the Manager 

B. Define the codepage required in the repository 

C. Define the codepage required in the Administrator 

D. Add an Environment Variable and define the codepage required 

E. Open Job Properties and select NLS Tab and select codepage required 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is true for a group of records to be contained in a match group? 

A. the composite weight calculated during the match procedure is less than the match cutoff threshold 

B. the composite weight calculated during the match procedure is less than the clerical cutoff threshold 

C. the composite weight calculated during the match procedure is equal or greater than the match cutoff threshold 

D. the composite weight calculated during the match procedure is equal or greater than the clerical cutoff threshold 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

In order to deploy QualityStage standardization process in real-time, which two of the following steps need to be done to
the batch job to convert it to real-time enabled job? (Choose two) 

A. Input/Output replaced with ISD Input/Output stage 

B. Input/Output replaced with XML Input/Output stage 

C. The nable for Information Services?option is turned offThe ?nable for Information Services?option is turned off 

D. Job must be compiled with "allow multiple instances?option turned on 



E. Job must be compiled with llow multiple instances?option turned offJob must be compiled with ?llow multiple
instances?option turned off 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

You re-ran a job to update the match frequency. This match frequency file is used in your test environment configuration
on Match Designer. What action would you take to insure the most current Frequency file is used? 

A. No action is required. 

B. You need to open Test Environment and click [Update]. 

C. You need to open Data Table Definition and click [Update]. 

D. You need to click [Test All Passes] to apply changes in the match frequency. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When designing a parallel job using the Standardize stage in Designer, how many input links are supported by the
Standardize stage syntax? 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. None 

D. Unlimited 

Correct Answer: A 
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